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Everything

you’re

looking

for and a
whole lot

more.
Wireless convenience,
high end precision, total
versatility and amazing
response times make
Polar Remote Control
Systems the preferred
choice in a wide range
of industrial applications.
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Polar Remote Control Systems will free you from multi-conductor
cables and tether lines, and connect to a large number of receiver
models, including our own. And that’s just for starters.

Interference Is A Non Issue
Polar Remote Systems operate on a ‘spread spectrum’ technology, designed to
maintain communications links, even in the noisiest of environments. This means
that you can operate multiple radios in the same vicinity without fear of interference
or signal disruptions of any kind.

A Football Field And Then Some
Polar Remote Systems have a transmission range of up to 400 feet, which assures
you of a strong transmission signal in the line of sight for a very long distance.

Power When You Need It, Which Is Always
Polar Remote Systems are powered by Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) rechargeable
batteries, which offer long term cost savings and environmental friendliness,
compared to disposable batteries. Batteries take only 3 hours to charge (via DC or
AC adapter) and maintain their charge very well in the cold too. And when it’s wet,
you’ll appreciate the Polar Remote’s waterproof housing.

Handles Like A Dream
Polar Remote systems move from analog to digital resolution by means of a smooth
output for controlling proportional valve. And with a transmission interval of 15
milliseconds, your Polar Remote gives you the closest thing to total one-to-one control.
Polar Remote Systems offer full duplex communication, which means that the
transmitter can display all information monitored by the receiver.

For more information on
Polar Remote systems
visit our web site

www.atlaspolar.com
Safety First

or give us a call at

All Polar Remote Modules execute a self-check when they are powered up.
They have LEDs to indicate the controller state and will flash error codes if
either the inputs or outputs are in error.

888-799-4422

Made Here To Work Here
Polar Remote Systems are made in North America
and have been since 1974. So you can count
on the quality.
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